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Influence of Static Eye and Head Position on Tone-Evoked
Gaze Shifts
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The auditory system represents sound-source directions initially in head-centered coordinates. To program eye– head gaze shifts to
sounds, the orientation of eyes and head should be incorporated to specify the target relative to the eyes. Here we test (1) whether this
transformation involves a stage in which sounds are represented in a world- or a head-centered reference frame, and (2) whether acoustic
spatial updating occurs at a topographically organized motor level representing gaze shifts, or within the tonotopically organized audi-
tory system. Human listeners generated head-unrestrained gaze shifts from a large range of initial eye and head positions toward brief
broadband sound bursts, and to tones at different center frequencies, presented in the midsagittal plane. Tones were heard at a fixed
illusory elevation, regardless of their actual location, that depended in an idiosyncratic way on initial head and eye position, as well as on
the tone’s frequency. Gaze shifts to broadband sounds were accurate, fully incorporating initial eye and head positions. The results
support the hypothesis that the auditory system represents sounds in a supramodal reference frame, and that signals about eye and head
orientation are incorporated at a tonotopic stage.

Introduction
The auditory system is tonotopically organized and relies on im-
plicit acoustic cues to extract sound-source directions from
spectral-temporal representations: interaural time and level dif-
ferences determine directions within the horizontal plane (azi-
muth), and pinna-related spectral-shape cues in the vertical
plane (elevation; Wightman and Kistler, 1989; Middlebrooks and
Green, 1991; Middlebrooks, 1992; Blauert, 1997; Hofman and
Van Opstal, 1998, 2002; Kulkarni and Colburn, 1998; Langendijk
and Bronkhorst, 2002). The acoustic cues define sounds in head-
centered coordinates (TH). Because an accurate gaze shift (�G)
requires an oculocentric command, a coordinate transformation
is needed that could be achieved by subtracting eye position (EH;
Fig. 1A; the head-centered scheme; Jay and Sparks, 1984):

�G � TH � EH. (1)

Alternatively, the auditory system could store sounds in a world-
centered representation (Fig. 1B):

Ts � TH � Hs,o, (2)

with HS,0 the head orientation in space at sound onset. In that
case, to program gaze shifts, the audiomotor system should also
incorporate the current head orientation (HS; Fig. 1C; the world-
centered scheme):

�G � Ts � Hs � EH. (3)

This study addresses the following two questions: (1) is audiomo-
tor behavior determined by a head-centered or world-centered
scheme, and (2) is the coordinate transformation implemented at
a level where signals are topographically represented, or within
the tonotopic stages of the auditory system? These questions can-
not be readily answered if gaze shifts are goal directed (regardless
of a head- or world-centered goal), and the coordinate transfor-
mations are accurate, as in that case the two schemes are equiva-
lent. To dissociate the two models, we here use the peculiarity of
the auditory system that spectral-cue analysis for sound elevation
results in a spatial illusion for narrow-band sounds. Pure tones
are heard at elevations that are unrelated to their physical loca-
tions, but instead depend on tone frequency (e.g., Middlebrooks,
1992; Frens and Opstal, 1995). Because of this goal independence,
the two transformation schemes are not equivalent for tones, as
they predict gaze shifts that are systematically influenced by eye
position only for the head-centered scheme, but also by head
position for the world-centered scheme. Furthermore, if these
transformations take place within the tonotopic stages of the au-
ditory system, the coordinate transformations will likely depend
on the sound’s spectral content. Conversely, if they take place
within topographically organized maps (Sparks, 1986), these in-
fluences will be frequency independent.

Previously, Goossens and Van Opstal (1999) elicited saccades
to tones under head-fixed conditions following the same reason-
ing. However, eye-only saccades are limited by the oculomotor
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range, and head-position effects may therefore not be exclusive to
acoustic processing (Tollin et al., 2005; Populin, 2006). More-
over, the role of eye-in-head position was not clear either, since it
was not varied. We here elicited head-unrestrained gaze shifts to
broadband noises and pure tones in the midsagittal plane, while
independently varying initial head and eye positions over a wide
range. Our results support the use of a world-centered represen-
tation for sounds that arises within the tonotopic auditory system.

Materials and Methods
Subjects
Eight subjects participated in the experiments (age, 21–52 years, median
27 years; 5 male, 3 female). Six subjects were naive about the purpose of
the study, but were familiar with the experimental procedures in the
laboratory and auditory setup. Subjects had normal hearing (within 20
dB of audiometric zero, standard staircase audiogram test, 10 frequen-
cies, range 0.5–11.3 kHz, 1/2 octave separated), and no uncorrected vi-
sual impairments, apart from subject S3, who is amblyopic in his right,
recorded, eye. Experiments were conducted after we obtained full under-
standing and written consent from the subject. The experimental proce-
dures were approved by the Local Ethics Committee of the Radboud
University Nijmegen, and adhered to The Code of Ethics of the World
Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki), as printed in the British
Medical Journal of July 18, 1964.

Experimental setup
The subject sat comfortably in a modified office chair within a completely
dark, sound-attenuated, anechoic room, such that the measured eye was
aligned with the center of the auditory stimulus hoop (described below).
The walls of the 3 � 3 � 3 m room were covered with black foam (50 mm
thick with 30 mm pyramids, AX2250, Uxem) that prevented echoes for
frequencies exceeding 500 Hz (Agterberg et al., 2011). The background
noise level in the room was about 30 dB SPL.

Three orthogonal pairs of square coils (6 mm 2 wires) were attached to
the corners of the room and were connected to an eye- and head-
movement monitor (EM7; Remmel Labs), which generated three per-
pendicular oscillating magnetic fields. The magnetic fields induced
alternating voltages in small coils that were mounted on the subject
(frequencies: horizontal, 80 kHz; vertical, 60 kHz; frontal, 48 kHz). A
scleral search coil was used to monitor eye movements (Scalar Instru-
ments). A spectacle frame with a small second search coil attached to the
nose bridge was used to monitor head movements. A switchable head-
fixed laser pointer (red) was mounted on the nose bridge as well. A
removable lightweight aluminum rod, holding a small black plastic
cover, blocked the laser beam at �30 cm in front of the subject’s eyes.

Before inserting the eye coil, the eye was anesthetized with one drop of
oxybuprocaine (0.4% HCl; Théa Pharma). To prevent dehydration of the

eye and for a better fixation of the coil, a drop of methylcellulose (5
mg/ml; Théa Pharma) was also administered.

The coil signals were connected to nearby preamplifiers (Remmel
Labs). Their outputs were subsequently amplified and demodulated into
the horizontal and vertical gaze and head orientations by the Remmel
system. Finally, the signals were low-pass filtered at 150 Hz (custom built,
fourth-order Butterworth) for anti-aliasing purposes. The filtered signals
were digitized by a Medusa Head Stage and Base Station (TDT3 RA16PA
and RA16; Tucker-Davis Technology) at a rate of 1017.25 Hz per chan-
nel. In addition to the analog movement signals, a button press was
recorded. Raw coil data and button state were stored on a PC’s hard disk
(Precision 380; Dell). During the experiments, the raw signals were mon-
itored on an oscilloscope (TDS2004B; Tektronix).

Experimental parameters were set by the PC and fed trial by trial to a
stand-alone microcontroller (custom made). This device ensures milli-
second timing precision for data acquisition and stimulus selection. The
PC also transferred the sound WAV files (16 bits) to the real-time pro-
cessor (TDT3 RP2.1; Tucker-Davis Technology), which generated the
audio signal (48.828125 kHz sampling rate). This signal was fed to the
selected speaker on the hoop. Speakers and LEDs were selected via an I 2C
bus (Philips) that was instructed by the microcontroller.

Stimulus equipment
Auditory stimuli were delivered by a speaker selected at random from a
set of 58 speakers (SC5.9; Visaton) that were mounted on a circular hoop
with a radius of 1.2 m that could be rotated around the subject along a
vertical axis (quantified by angle �H). The hoop is described in detail in
Bremen et al. (2010). A green LED was mounted at the center of each
speaker and could serve as an independent visual stimulus. The intensity
could be controlled by the stimulus computer. The spatial resolution of
the hoop speakers in elevation (�H) was 2.5° ranging from �57.5 to
�82.5°, while the spatial resolution in azimuth was better than 0.1° over
the full range of 360°.

Sound stimuli
Broadband (BB) stimuli were 150 ms of frozen Gaussian white noise at an
intensity of 60 dBA (microphone: Brüel & Kjær 4144, located at the
position of the subject’s head; amplifier: Brüel & Kjær 2610). The stim-
ulus had been generated by Matlab’s built-in function “randn” (v7.7; The
MathWorks). Narrow band stimuli were sine waves with a frequency of
1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 7.5, or 9 kHz. All sounds had 5 ms sine-squared onset and
cosine-squared offset ramps.

Coordinates
Target and response coordinates are expressed in a double-pole azimuth
(�) and elevation (�) coordinate system (Knudsen and Konishi, 1979).
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Figure 1. Example vector schemes for remapping sound into a goal-directed gaze shift. A, The head-centered scheme. The head-centered sound representation (TH, gray arrow) should be
transformed into an oculocentric motor command (�G, bold black arrow), by subtracting eye-in-head orientation (EH, gray dotted arrow; Eq. 1). B, C, The world-centered scheme. B, Head-centered
sound coordinates are transformed into a supramodal world-centered (TS, bold black arrow) reference frame, by incorporating head orientation at sound onset (HS,0, gray dotted arrow; Eq. 2). C, The
world-centered sound (TS, gray arrow) is transformed into an oculocentric motor command (�G, bold black arrow) by incorporating both eye and head orientation (EH and HS, gray dotted arrows; Eq. 3).
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The relation between the [�H, �H] coordinates of auditory and visual
targets on the hoop and [�, �] is given by the following:

� � sin�1(sin(�H)cos(�H)) and � � �H. (4)

Calibration
In the calibration experiment, 42 LED locations on the hoop were used to
probe the response area. Subjects aligned the eye (by fixating) and head (by
pointing the head-fixed laser to the target) with the presented LED. Subjects
indicated alignment by a button press, after which 100 ms of data was re-
corded. Calibration targets were located at all permutations of � � [�55,
�50, �40, �30, . . . , 50, 60, 70]° and � � [20, 0, �20]°. The average values
of the recorded samples were used to calibrate the head and gaze signals
offline. The data were used to train four (gaze: [�, �], head: [�, �]) three-layer
feedforward back-propagation neural networks (each with five hidden units;
see Goossens and Van Opstal, 1997). The trained networks served to cali-
brate the raw data of the experiments off-line. This calibration produced the
azimuth and elevation orientation signals of the eye and head with an abso-
lute accuracy of 2°, or better, over the full measurement range.

Experimental paradigm
In the localization blocks, the pointing laser was switched off and the
aluminum rod removed. The spatial-temporal layout of the localization
trials is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.

Sound localization with variable static eye-in-head orientations. During the
eye-variable block, participants were asked in each trial (Fig. 2D) to orient

their eyes to an LED, pseudorandomly selected from five possible locations �
� [�20, �10, 0, 10, 20]°, while keeping their head at straight ahead (HS �
0°). This ensured variation of the initial eye-in-head positions (Fig. 2A). The
subject subsequently pressed the button, which immediately extinguished
the LED, and after a delay of 200 ms a sound (BB, or a tone at a frequency of
3, 4, 5, 7, or 9 kHz) was presented, pseudorandomly selected from seven
possible locations � � [�55, �35, �15, 5, 25, 45, 65]°. The subject was asked
to reorient gaze with an eye–head saccade to the perceived sound location.
To test every permutation (6 sound types � 5 EH orientations � 7 sound
locations, see Fig. 2), this experimental block contained 210 trials. Subjects
S1, S2, S3, and S6 completed this block.

Sound localization with variable static head-in-space orientations. After the
first block and a short break, in which the room lights were turned on, we ran
a head-variable block, in which the eye-in-head orientation was kept con-
stant (EH � 0°), while varying the head-in-space orientation (Fig. 2B). To
that end, subjects oriented both their gaze and head to the initial LED in each
trial (Fig. 2E). The subject had to reorient gaze with an eye–head saccade to
the perceived sound location. Sound locations, sound spectra, data acquisi-
tion, and subjects were the same as in the eye-variable block.

Localization with mixed variable static eye-in-head and head-in-
space orientations. Six subjects (S1, S4, S5, S6, S7, and S8) completed exper-
iments in which both eye-in-head (at [�20, �10, 0, �10, �20]°) and head-
in-space (at [�30, �15, 0, �15, �30]°) were varied independently within
the same block of trials. Subjects had to orient head and eye to different
LEDs, and indicate by a button press that they did (Fig. 2C). This yielded 25
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different initial eye–head position combinations for the same sound loca-
tions as in the other two experiments. Note that initial gaze could thus vary
between 50° up and down, relative to straight ahead, and that the required
gaze shift to reach the target could be up to 115°. Sound stimuli were 150 ms
BB bursts, and three tones at 1, 5, and 7.5 kHz, all randomly intermixed. As
it took too long for the eye-coil measurements to test every permutation (4
sound types � 5 EH orientations � 5 HS � 7 sound locations � 700 possi-
bilities) in one session, we divided trials in pseudorandom order into 4 blocks
of 175 trials. In one session, the subject performed two of these blocks (350
trials) with a short break in between. As the analysis was robust to the inho-
mogeneous distribution of parameters, we did not perform a second session
with the remaining two blocks.

Since subjects did not have any visual reference to guide their head
position, the actual alignment of the initial head-in-space (Fig. 2 H) var-
ied from trial to trial, in all blocks. The initial gaze position on the other
hand was always well aligned with the spatial location of the LED (Fig.
2 E). As a consequence, the eye-in-head also varied from trial to trial (Fig.
2G), in the opposite direction of head-in-space orientation. These small
misalignments were not critical for our results, and could actually be used
in our multiple linear regression analyses.

Data analysis
Gaze saccades. Saccade detection was performed offline with a custom-
made Matlab routine, which used different onset and offset criteria for
radial eye velocity and acceleration. Detected saccades were checked vi-
sually and could be corrected manually, if needed. We analyzed only the
first gaze shift in a trial. Gaze saccades with a reaction time shorter than
150 ms (deemed anticipatory) or longer than 500 ms (judged inattentive)
and response outliers (gaze shifts for which the endpoints were more
than three standard deviations away from the regression model of Eq. 5,
see below) were discarded from further analysis, leaving in total 2489
gaze shifts. In the Results, we report on the gaze shifts only.

Multiple linear regression. To determine the reference frame of the
localization responses, we performed multiple linear regression analysis
(MLR) quantifying the auditory-evoked gaze displacement, �G, in ele-
vation as follows:

�G � � � Ts � b � Hs � c � EH � bias. (5)

According to the world-centered reference frame model of Equations 2
and 3, the gaze coefficients a, b, and c should equal �1, �1, and �1,
respectively, and the bias should be 0°. To quantify whether the param-
eters differed from these ideal values (entailing poor spatial remapping),
we determined the t-statistics and their associated P values for a � 1, b �
1, and c � 1, respectively.

To quantify the data according to the head-centered model of Equa-
tion 1, we also fitted the gaze shifts to

�G � k � TH � m � EH � bias, (6)

with TH the target with respect to the head.
Also the head-centered model can account
for accurate goal-directed gaze shifts: the
gaze coefficients, k and m, would then equal
�1 and �1, respectively, and the bias should
be 0°.

For the purposes of this analysis, we pooled
the experimental blocks of each subject (see
Fig. 2G–I; in each block both eye and head ori-
entation varied as noted before). Results did
not differ significantly if we performed the
MLR analysis on each block separately, while
excluding the variable that was intended to be
constant. We also determined R 2, F-statistic,
and P value for the regression models, and the t
and P values for each regression coefficient (in-
cluding the degrees of freedom).

Model comparison. As mentioned above,
schemes in which sounds are either stored in
world-centered coordinates (Eqs. 2 and 3), or
in a head-centered reference frame (Eq. 1), can
both predict accurate gaze shifts to broadband

sounds, which makes it not straightforward to dissociate them. The two
schemes could potentially be dissociated on the basis of the tone-evoked
responses, which are not expected to be goal directed (see Introduction),
so that the target coefficient is expected to be negligible (a of Eq. 5 and k
of Eq. 6 both close to 0). If sounds are kept in a head-centered reference
frame, the influence of head position on the gaze shift will be negligible
(b, Eq. 5 will be close to 0), and both regression models will fit the data
nicely. On the other hand, if sounds are stored in world-centered coor-
dinates, head position will systematically (negatively) influence the gaze
shift, yielding a good fit for the world-centered regression model (Eq. 5,
gain b � �1), but a bad fit for the head-centered regression model (Eq. 6
is not applicable, as head position is not incorporated).

Still, because of unexplained variance in the actual responses, and
because the contributions of TS, TH, HS, and EH are likely to deviate from
their ideal values, a straightforward dissociation on the basis of the re-
gression coefficients alone might not be so clear-cut. Therefore, we also
compared the R 2 for the two regression models (Eqs. 5 and 6) by a paired
t test, after adjusting for the number of free parameters:

Radj
2 � 1 � �1 � R2� �

n � 1

n � p � 1
, (7)

with Radj
2 the adjusted coefficient of determination, n the number of

responses, and p the number of regression parameters (not counting the
bias; p � 3 for Eq. 5; p � 2 for Eq. 6). The highest Radj

2 then favors the
associated regression model.

Accepted level of significance P was set at 0.05 for all tests.

Results
Subjects made head-unrestrained gaze shifts to brief broadband
noise bursts and pure-tone sounds at various spatial positions in
the midsagittal plane, presented under a variety of initial eye and
head orientations (Fig. 2). Figure 3 shows typical gaze saccades
(black trace: gaze, gray trace: head) of subject S6 to broadband
sounds (Fig. 3A,C) and to pure tones of 9 and 5 kHz, respectively
(Fig. 3B,D). The broadband-evoked gaze shifts were directed
toward the sound location, and were unaffected by the initial eye
and head position. In contrast, the tone responses were clearly
not goal directed. To what extent these responses did, or did not,
depend in a systematic way on the initial eye and head orientation
cannot be inferred from these individual examples, as this re-
quires a wide range of initial positions. In the analyses that follow,
we will quantify these aspects of the data.
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Sound localization
Figure 4A shows that the gaze shift re-
sponses of subject S6 for broadband sounds
corresponded well with the required motor
error. To identify any small, but systematic,
effects of changes in head and eye orienta-
tion on the broadband-evoked gaze shifts,
we performed multiple linear regression on
the data (MLR; Eq. 5), in which gaze shift
(�G) was the dependent variable, and
target-in-space location (TS), eye-in-head
orientation (EH), and head-in-space posi-
tion (HS) were the independent variables
(Fig. 4B–D, top gray bar). The gaze shifts of
subject S6 clearly varied with the actual
target-in-space location with a high positive
gain (a) of 0.90 (Fig. 4B, black regression
line, t(97) � 26.8, P 	 10�6). Also, both head
and eye-in-head orientation significantly
influenced S6’s gaze shifts, as shown in Fig-
ure 4, C and D (HS: b��0.91, t(97)��10.2,
P 	 10�6; EH: c � �0.75, t(97) � �4.4, P 	
10�4). These findings indicate that
sound-evoked gaze shifts toward broadband sounds account for
a large range of static changes in initial head and eye positions.

In stark contrast to these findings were the tone-evoked re-
sponses. In line with the qualitative observations of Figure 3, B and
D, the results show that S6 could not localize the 5 kHz tone at all
with gaze shifts (Fig. 4D). Figure 4E–H presents the MLR results of
subject S6 for the 5 kHz tone. Gaze shifts were independent of the
actual stimulus location (TS slope, a, was close to zero; t(80) � �1.0,
P � 0.30). Part of the response variability, however, could be attrib-
uted to the changes in initial eye orientation (Fig. 4H), as the data
showed a significant negative relationship (EH: c � �0.68, t(80) �

�7.8, P 	 10�6). Importantly, there was also a small but significant
correlation for the initial head orientation (Fig. 4G; HS: b � �0.34,
t(80) � �5.3, P 	 10�5). These data therefore suggest that the audi-
tory system attempts to represent the tone in a world-centered ref-
erence frame, albeit by only partially compensating for the eye and
head orientations (slopes b and c differ significantly from the ideal
value of �1; t(80) � 15.3 and 10.8, both at P 	 10�6).

Reference frame for broadband sounds
The MLR analysis of Equation 5 was then used to quantify the
spatial accuracy of saccadic gaze shifts toward the broadband
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tation and full compensation of eye and head positions, respectively.
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sounds, and to attribute their response variances to the various
experimental factors, for all subjects. The result of this analysis is
presented in Figure 5. The regression coefficient of gaze shifts for
the world-centered target location was high and positive (a[TS] �
0.85 
 0.18, a � 0 in 8/8 cases), while the regression coefficients
for the static initial eye and head positions were both near �1
(b[HS] � �1.02 
 0.23, b 	 0 for 8/8; and c[EH] � �0.84 
 0.20,
c 	 0 for 8/8; respectively). This indicates nearly full compensa-
tion of the initial eye and head positions in the broadband-
evoked gaze shifts.

Overall, the world-centered regression model of Equation 5
explained much of the variance of the gaze shifts toward broad-
band sounds (R 2: 0.91 
 0.03; F � 75, P 		 0.0001). However,
from this result, one cannot conclude that sounds are represented
in a world-centered reference frame in the auditory system, be-
cause the head-centered regression model of Equation 6 also ex-
plained much of the variance in broadband-evoked gaze shifts
(k[TH] � 0.86 
 0.17, m[EH] � �0.94 
 0.12, bias � 4.1 
 7.9;
R 2: 0.90 
 0.03, F � 101, P 	 10�5). Indeed, the two models
cannot be dissociated, even when comparing the goodness-of-fit
adjusted for the number of regression parameters (see Materials
and Methods; see also below, Fig. 7, squares). Furthermore,
whether spatial updating of sounds occurs at a tonotopic or at a
topographic stage within the audiomotor system cannot be dis-
cerned from these broadband results either.

Reference frame for pure tones
To assess these important points, we performed the same MLR
analyses on the tone-evoked gaze shifts. Figure 6A shows the

results (Eq. 5) of all subjects for the 5 kHz tone, and Figure 6B
summarizes the results of subject S6 for all seven tones, in the
same format as in Figure 5. Figure 6A shows that none of the
subjects could localize the 5 kHz tone, as the regression coeffi-
cient for the target-in-space location was indistinguishable from
zero in the majority of the cases (a[TS] � 0.04 
 0.06, a � 0 2/8).
Some subjects accounted for initial head (b[HS] � �0.31 
 0.14,
b 	 0 for 4/8) and eye orientation (c[EH] � �0.50 
 0.19, c 	 0
for 4/8). The associated slopes, however, were higher than �1
(b � �1 for 8/8, c � �1 for 7/8), which suggests partial
compensation.

Similar observations can be made for the other frequencies. In
Figure 6B, we present the regression results of subject S6. There is
no effect of target location for all tones (a[TS] � 0.02 
 0.04, a �
0 for 0/7), but the gaze shifts depended on initial head (b[HS] �
�0.51 
 0.15, b 	 0 for 7/7) and eye (c[EH] � �0.60 
 0.17, c 	
0 for 7/7) position in a frequency-dependent way for all cases.
Again, the compensation was incomplete for the majority of
tones (b � �1 for 7/7, c � �1 for 5/7).

The picture emerging from these data is that the amount of
compensation of EH and HS depends in an idiosyncratic way (Fig.
6A) on frequency (Fig. 6B). Also the biases (shown on the right
side of the panels) were idiosyncratic and frequency dependent.
Figure 6C summarizes all broadband (black lines and circles;
symbols indicate listeners as in Fig. 6A) and tone (black lines and
gray patch) results, by presenting the regression coefficients
(their means and standard deviations) as cumulative distribu-
tions (for all subjects, experimental blocks, and frequencies). The
contrast between broadband and tone data is immediate: as
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broadband-evoked gaze shifts closely cor-
respond to the predictions of a spatially
accurate motor command ([a, b, c, bias]
� [1, �1, �1, 0]), the tone-evoked re-
sponses were not goal directed at all.
However, there was a systematic influence
(negative slopes) of head and eye orienta-
tion on the tone-evoked responses. Be-
cause compensation was only partial for the
tone responses, the regression coefficients
almost never equaled the broadband results.
Although this is not visible in Figure 6C (due
to the sorting of data), it is illustrated in Fig-
ure 6B. Here the tone-evoked contributions
of eye and head orientation can be seen to be
frequency dependent.

As explained in Materials and Meth-
ods, the consistent finding that tone-
evoked gaze shifts depend on head-in-
space orientation (Fig. 6C, coefficient b,
second panel) should favor the scheme in
which sounds are represented in a world-
centered reference frame (Eqs. 2, 3, and
5), rather than in head-centered coordi-
nates (Eqs. 1 and 6). To further dissociate
the two models for all experimental con-
ditions, Figure 7 compares the adjusted
goodness-of-fit results of the world-
centered and head-centered regression
models (Eqs. 5 and 6) for each subject and
tone (circles; see Materials and Methods,
Eq. 7). Because the far majority of data
points (36/42) fall below the identity line
(and none of the data are above this line),
the world-centered representation scheme is by far the best
model to represent the data (tones: paired t test, t(35) � 7.1, P �
2.9 � 10�8). This figure also shows that the two models are
indistinguishable for broadband sounds (squares near top-right;
paired t test, t(7) � 1.7, P � 0.14).

Discussion
We investigated whether the human auditory system compen-
sates for static head-on-neck and eye-in-head pitch when local-
izing brief sounds in elevation with rapid eye– head gaze shifts.
Subjects accurately localized broadband sounds (Figs. 4 – 6), even
when initial eye and head positions varied over a considerable
range. In contrast, tone-evoked gaze shifts did not vary in a sys-
tematic way with the actual sound-source location (Figs. 4, 6).
Instead, mean response elevations varied idiosyncratically with
tone frequency, and response variability could be partially explained
by a negative, compensatory relationship between gaze-shift ampli-
tude and static initial eye and head orientations (Fig. 6).

Influence of head position
According to the hypotheses described in Introduction and Ma-
terials and Methods, a systematic negative influence of static head
orientation is expected for pure-tone localization only if the audi-
tory system represents sounds in a supramodal, world-centered ref-
erence frame (Eqs. 2, 3). In contrast, when sounds are kept in head-
centered coordinates, the illusory tone locations should only vary
with eye position (Eq. 1). Although compensation for head position
was incomplete, as gains were higher than �1, they were negative for
all tones and subjects (Fig. 6). Moreover, the world-centered model

convincingly outperformed the explanatory power of the head-
centered model (Fig. 7).

These findings extend the results obtained from head-fixed sac-
cades (Goossens and Van Opstal, 1999). As eye movements are nec-
essarily restricted by the limited oculomotor range, it remained
unclear whether the observed partial compensation for head posi-
tion was exclusively due to acoustic processing, or perhaps also to
oculomotor constraints. By measuring head-unrestrained gaze
shifts, meanwhile varying initial eye and head positions over a large
range, we ensured that the phenomenon of a seemingly intermediate
reference frame for tones indeed results from acoustic processing
mechanisms, and it allowed us to dissociate eye- and head-position-
related effects.

We further hypothesized that if the auditory system incorpo-
rated spatial information about head position at a tonotopic stage
within the acoustic sensory representations, one would observe
incomplete, frequency-dependent compensation of static head
orientation for pure-tone-evoked responses, which was indeed
the case (Fig. 6). This finding strongly supports the notion of a
construction of a world-centered acoustic representation within
the tonotopically organized arrays of the auditory pathway. Pos-
sibly, accurate incorporation of head position in case of broad-
band sounds may result from constructive integration across
frequency channels.

Influence of eye position
According to Figure 1A, eye-in-head orientation should be in-
corporated when programming sound-evoked gaze shifts. As this
poses motor-specific computational requirements, a potential
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Figure 7. Comparison between the goodness of fit for the gaze-shift data by the world-centered (Eq. 5) and head-centered
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influence of eye position on sound-localization performance
need not depend on the acoustic stimulus properties. Although
our results indicated that the compensation for initial eye posi-
tion was nearly complete for broadband-evoked responses (Figs.
4 – 6), the contribution of eye position to the pure tone elicited
gaze shifts that varied with frequency in a similar way as for head
position, albeit with slightly better compensatory gains (Fig. 6).

The broadband results are in line with previous oculomotor
(Metzger et al., 2004; Populin et al., 2004; Van Grootel and Van
Opstal, 2010) and head-unrestrained gaze-control studies (Go-
ossens and Van Opstal, 1997, 1999; Vliegen et al., 2004). Recent
evidence indicated that head-fixed saccades to brief noise bursts
after prolonged fixation are accurate, regardless of eccentric fix-
ation time and the number of intervening eye movements (Van
Grootel and Van Opstal, 2009, 2010). Those results suggested
that the representation of eye position, and the subsequent head-
centered-to-oculocentric remapping of sound location, is accu-
rate and dynamic.

However, several psychophysical studies have reported a system-
atic influence of prolonged eccentric eye position on perceived
sound locations, although results appear inconsistent. Whereas in
some studies perceived sound location shifted in the same direction
as eye position (Lewald and Getzmann, 2006; Otake et al., 2007),
others reported an opposite shift (Razavi et al., 2007), or did not
observe any systematic effect (Kopinska and Harris, 2003). How-
ever, as these studies did not measure gaze shifts, and did not vary the
acoustic stimulus properties (e.g., bandwidth, intensity, central fre-
quency), a potential, small, influence of eye position at the motor-
execution stage in combination with other factors (e.g., the use of
visual pointers to indicate sound locations) could potentially under-
lie the differences in results.

Neurophysiology
Neurophysiological recordings have demonstrated that an eye-
position signal weakly modulates firing rates of cells within the
midbrain inferior colliculus (IC) (Groh et al., 2001; Zwiers et al.,
2004; Porter et al., 2006). The IC is thought to be involved in
sound-localization behavior, as it is pivotal in the ascending au-
ditory pathway for integrating the different sound-localization
cues extracted in brainstem nuclei (for review, see Yin, 2002). The
IC output also converges on the deep layers of the SC, and this
audio-motor pathway could therefore be involved in the pro-
gramming of rapid sound-evoked eye– head gaze shifts (Sparks,
1986; Hartline et al., 1995; Peck et al., 1995). So far, IC responses
have not been recorded with different head orientations, so that it
remains unclear whether head-position signals would interact at
the same neural stages within the audio-motor system as eye-
position signals.

Note that since primate IC cells typically have narrow-band tun-
ing characteristics (e.g., Zwiers et al., 2004; Versnel et al., 2009), it is
conceivable that such weak eye-position modulations could underlie
incomplete, frequency-dependent compensation of eye position for
pure-tone-evoked gaze shifts, as suggested by our data (Fig. 6).

Recent EEG recordings over human auditory cortex suggested
that auditory space is represented in a head-centered reference
frame (Altmann et al., 2009). If true, our conclusion that the
auditory system represents sounds in world-centered coordinates
would imply that head-position signals are incorporated at stages
upstream from auditory cortex, in the “where” processing path-
way (Rauschecker and Tian, 2000). However, we believe that
potential frequency-selective modulations of cortical cells by
head-position signals, as suggested by our data, may be far too
weak to be detected by EEG. We therefore infer that the posterior

parietal cortex, and the gaze-motor map within the SC, both of
which may be considered upstream from auditory cortex, would not
be likely candidates for this frequency-specific behavioral effect.

Interestingly, the auditory system appears to receive vestibular
inputs, and hence head-motion information, already at the level of
the dorsal cochlear nucleus (Oertel and Young, 2004). This suggests
that head-movement signals may be available at frequency-selective
channels very early within the tonotopic auditory pathway. We
found that full compensation of head orientations occurs when the
sound’s spatial location is well defined (Fig. 5). Indeed, with broad-
band noise the eye- and head-position signals would interact with all
active frequency channels, rather than with only a narrow band of
frequencies, as with pure tones. Such a frequency-dependent effect
could be understood from a multiplicative mechanism that only
contributes when acoustic input drives the cells (“gain-field” mod-
ulations; Zwiers et al., 2004).

Head versus gaze displacement
In contrast with the effect on gaze shifts, eye-in-head position did
not affect gaze-shift-associated head displacements (data not
shown). As a result, head movements were consistently directed
toward the head-centered target coordinates, while at the same
time gaze moved toward eye-centered coordinates (Eqs. 1 and 3).
This was true for broadband, as well as (partially) for tone stimuli.
This is the appropriate motor strategy for the two effectors, and it
supports the idea that the respective motor commands are extracted
from the same target representation through different computa-
tional processes (Guitton, 1992; Goossens and Van Opstal, 1997;
Vliegen et al., 2004; Chen, 2006; Nagy and Corneil, 2010).

Figure 8 provides a conceptual scheme that summarizes our find-
ings. The acoustic input is first filtered by the pinnae and subse-
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Figure 8. Conceptual scheme of the audio-motor system. Sound is filtered by the pinna-
related head-related transfer functions (HRTF) before reaching the cochlea, which encodes a
head-centered target location. The ascending auditory pathway is tonotopically organized.
Initial head position interacts in a frequency-specific way (connectivity strength indicated by
circles) to represent a world-centered target representation in the population of narrow-band
channels. To program the eye– head gaze shift, signals about current head and eye position
interact with the world-centered target signal at the level of the tonotopic arrays, and at the SC
gaze-motor map. The eye-centered gaze command thus depends on eye and head position. The
head-motor command only depends on current eye position (light-gray arrow). In this way, the
eye-in-space and the head are driven by different neural commands: �G and �H.
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quently decomposed at the cochlea into the associated frequency
channels. At a central auditory stage (possibly early, see above), each
frequency channel receives a modulatory input about head-in-space
position. These modulations depend on frequency, perhaps reflect-
ing each frequency’s (idiosyncratic) reliability for sound localization.
For example, if the 5 kHz frequency band contains a clear elevation-
related spectral feature in the pinna-related cues, the head-position
input to that channel would be strong. In this way, the active popu-
lation of cells could construct the world-centered target location (Eq.
2). At the auditory system’s output stage, e.g., at the IC and at the SC
motor map, where all frequency channels converge, the world-
centered target is transformed into an eye-centered gaze-motor
command by incorporating current eye and head-position signals
(Eq. 3). This sensorimotor transformation could be implemented in
the form of frequency-specific gain-field modulations of eye and
head-position signals at the IC (e.g., Zwiers et al., 2004), or by spatial
gain-field eye-position modulations in a subpopulation of gaze-
related neurons in the SC (Van Opstal et al., 1995). Presumably, the
latter could generate the head-centered head-displacement com-
mand. Recent evidence suggests that head-specific sensitivity may
exist at the level of the SC motor map (Walton et al., 2007; Nagy and
Corneil, 2010). An alternative possibility, not indicated in this
scheme, would be that the head-centered head-motor command is
constructed at a later processing stage in the brainstem control cir-
cuitry, e.g., by subtracting current eye position from a common eye-
centered gaze-motor command of the SC motor map (Goossens and
Van Opstal, 1997).

Notes
Supplemental material for this article is available at http://www.mbfys.
ru.nl/�johnvo/papers/jns2011b_suppl.pdf and includes analysis of the
head-movement responses for eye– head gaze shifts in elevations toward
broadband noise and pure tones. This material has not been peer
reviewed.
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